How Intensive are Patients’ Behavior in Cost-Related Medication Non-Adherence?
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Editorial

The cost barrier to medications is a persistent and serious problem among the U.S. elderly population. Twenty-six percent of the elderly do not take medication as prescribed due to a cost barrier [1]. This is not surprising as many elderly patients depend on a small amount of fixed income from social security and struggle on a day-to-day basis to make difficult choices between meeting the basic needs of daily life and filling prescriptions. The Medicare Part D program, a subsidized drug program, aims to significantly improve access to outpatient prescription drug benefits for millions of elderly Americans [2]. While overall utilization increased after the institution of Part D, [3] cost-related medication non-adherence (CRN) has not decreased or has even worsened among the sickest patients, including those with multiple chronic conditions, depression, and stroke survivors [4-6].

There is robust discussion about the causes and consequences of CRN. Several risk factors for CRN have been identified, including out-of-pocket payments, gender, race/ethnicity, insurance coverage, comorbidities, and mental health [7-9]. Research has also shown that increased drug costs adversely affects health outcomes, increases resource use in hospital care and emergency department, raises downstream costs to treat, and imposes heavy avoidable health care costs on society [10-12]. Often, poor health leads to high out-of-pocket payments (OOPs) that results in CRN, and CRN leads to worsening health outcomes, followed by even higher OOPs and then more pervasive CRN behaviors.

Thus, far the literature is strong on the overall prevalence rate of CRN (i.e. the percentage of patients who have any kind of CRN behaviors), but is relatively light on the intensity of CRN behaviors (i.e. for those with CRN, how many have multiple of such behaviors, and what combinations of such behaviors they have). Specifically, a patient can have one or more CRN behaviors: delaying filling prescription, not filling the prescriptions, skipping doses, or splitting doses in order to avoid drug costs. Those with persistent, multiple CRN behaviors will certainly have higher risk of worse health outcomes than those with occasional CRN behavior. Without distinguishing those with pervasive, persistent patterns of CRN from those with occasional CRN behaviors, we may risk targeting an overly expansive population where the intervention is less effective and more expensive. While little is known in this regard, one recent study suggests that in a population at high risk of hospitalization, there are differential levels of intensity of CRN behaviors: for example, among patients reporting CRN, 65% reported two or more CRN behaviors, while 30% reported three or more CRN behaviors, and 22% reported all four types of CRN behaviors [13]. This shows how intensive the CRN behavior is for a significant portion of patients when having cost barriers to medications, and it also suggests the opportunity to target the patients who are mostly likely to benefit from the interventions.

Another angle to explore the intensity of CRN behaviors will be to examine the frequency of such behaviors. For example, patients repeatedly delaying filling of prescriptions, splitting doses, or skipping doses may be at higher risk of poor health outcomes. The current one-item survey instrument or 4-item survey instruments do not allow us to identify such patients [14,15]. While medication possession ratio or proportion of days covered may show some aspects of the intensity of CRN, these measures do not have the capacity to distinguish cost-related medication non-adherence from other types of medication non-adherence that are due to side effects, belief, or cultural reasons. More research is much needed to develop screening tools to identify patients with high intensity of CRN behaviors.

Research shows that successful interventions to address medication non-adherence are generally substantially complex and costly [16]. This calls more research to distinguish various types of non-adherence behaviors, so that more effective, targeted interventions can be developed. These efforts should include the development of screening tools to identify high-risk patients, understand the root causes of CRN behaviors, and design interventions to target patients, reduce CRN behaviors, and improve health outcomes.
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